How We Build Qualit
into Each Assmann T
It might take a little more time and effort, but we
cost-cutting measures. That means every sin
decades. Here’s how we do it.

1. ROTATIONAL MOLDING SETS TH
A stationary furnace provides convection he
end-over-end. The oven shape and foil d
foundation for the highest quality parts p
We opt for temperatures that rarely excee
temperatures speeds up the cycle time bu
particularly in XLPE and thicker wall part

2. GRADUAL COOLING FOR STRUC
We introduce zero water into the cooling c
separate chambers and subject to very hig
tank inside to cool gradually while the cro
tank wall, strengthening the whole structur
Even in 1.45” thick walls, Assmann tanks c
and 85%, well above the minimum standa

3. NO SHIELDING. EVER.
Within the tank manufacturing industry, i
sheet metal around the outside of the mo
upper and lower sidewall thickness–som
stress and failure.
Because Assmann tanks are air cooled, th
the outside of our tank molds. This allevia
our process, we exceed ASTM design ho
thickness for maximum structural integri
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The Assmann
5-Year Warranty
We stand by our quality with pride and confidence. That’s why every Assmann tank you purchase
includes a 5-year warranty. That means Assmann warrants our tanks to be free from defects in
workmanship and materials, under normal use and service, to the original purchaser for a period of
5 years from the date of shipment from our factory.
Installation and operation must comply with all applicable federal, state, and local regulations, and
must be in accordance with applicable instructions and limitations contained in the Assmann Usage
and Handling guidelines for the tank.

WARRANTY SHALL NOT APPLY TO ANY PRODUCT THAT AFTER LEAVING
OUR FACTORY:
1.

Has been repaired or altered in any manner not authorized by Assmann

2. Has been subject to abuse, misuse, fire, accident, neglect, or improper handling
3. Has not been used in accordance with Assmann chemical resistance charts
4. Has been exposed to pressures greater than atmospheric pressure
5. Has been exposed to internal or external temperatures greater than 120°F (for linear
polyethylene) or 150°F (for cross-link polyethylene)
6. Has been connected, installed, adjusted, or used otherwise than in accordance with the
instructions provided by Assmann.
Assmann’s sole liability and our customers’ sole remedy shall be limited to the warranties contained
within the exclusive warranty. Under no circumstances shall Assmann be liable for special, indirect,
incidental, punitive, or consequential damages resulting from the performance or operation of any
product manufactured or sold by Assmann. To see a full copy of Assmann Corporation of America’s
exclusive warranty, talk to your Assmann team.
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